The Beijing of Possibilities
by Jonathan Tel

About the Book
Beijing is the center of the universe. Ask anybody who lives there. The true Beijinger secretly believes that
people living anywhere else have to be, in some sense, kidding.
Blending humor with carefully observed details of life in Beijing, Jonathan Tel’s short stories offer a rich and
entertaining guide to the city and its many and varied inhabitants--from a modern-day Monkey King to an
equally contemporary indentured servant, from a boy tasting his first cotton candy to a Ming Dynasty princess
posting her first online profile.
The stories offer a vicarious tour of Beijing and a long view of Chinese history. In the culminating novella, one
center of the universe encounters another as China meets America. An opera is put on by an ambitious
binational composer, collaborating with a librettist who might just possibly be the most beautiful woman in
China.

Discussion Guide
1. The author took photographs in China to illustrate the book. How do the photographs connect to the
stories? Do photographs inspire you to write fiction? Does fiction inspire you to take photographs?
2. What is surreal or magical about these stories? Is it their subject matter or their style? How does this relate
to the setting of Beijing?
3. The history of the Mao period remains a backdrop to the modern technology, architecture, and fast-paced
pursuit of capitalist activity in Beijing. How do the events of that time appear to shape the present?
4. Beijing is seen as a promised land to many people eager to migrate from the countryside. Some visitors
and migrants to the city find their way and some do not. How do the various characters in these stories react
to the city? For whom is it truly a promised land?
5. There is a playful mix of humor and irony in some of the stories, while others are wistful and sad. How does
the author use these moods to reveal different facets of Beijing?
6. There is a strong sense of fate in Chinese culture that differs from the dominant view in the West. How is
this manifested in these stories?

7. While Standard Mandarin is the official language in Beijing, many people also speak a native dialect as
their first language. How does this affect the Beijingers we meet here?
8. The characters in these stories often express themselves using old sayings or quotations from Mao and
Deng Xiaoping. Did these sayings have equivalents in English proverbs? Do they make sense to you?
9. There is a remarkable and sometimes disconcerting blending of the old and new in Beijing. Are there
examples of the same kind of mixture in your own life?
10. In the final story, the West intrudes via the internet when Helan discovers that Tang Jiangnu is far from a
successful composer in the U.S. Now that their work has been censored he is about to become a big star and
Helan also begins to believe in herself

Author Bio

Critical Praise
"The collection, part W.G. Sebald and part Italo Calvino, provides a glimpse for the Western reader into the
complicated, vibrant world of Beijing. "
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